YELLOH VILLAGE MAGUIDE : SEASON 2020
Camping regulations for a safety stay
BEFORE YOUR STAY:
Thank you to pay the totality of the stay before your arrival






Be sure to signal the entire number of participants with their names, surnames and
dates of birth
Indicate the registration number of your vehicle by email or by phone at the reception
For optimum hygiene condition, the cleaning of the cottage will be done in two times:
1) one regular cleaning
2) one purification with a certified product
With this situation we are not able to make your bed before your arrival. That’s why if
you took this option the amount will be refunded.

DURING YOUR STAY:
The reception:










The arrival is provided from 4 pm to make sure that our cleaning team has time to
clean and purify everything. Thanks to respect the schedules.
One person per family can enter in the reception to do the entrance formalities.
An hydro alcoholic gel distributor is installed in the entrance
A way of circulation is materialised (one entrance, one exit)
Wearing the mask is compulsory at the reception
A 200 euros deposit will be asked (only by CB)
The wristbands (compulsory wear) and the camping map will be given to you by the
receptionist
The keys will be inside the cottage
For all your requests, please contact the reception by phone, by mail or by using the
mobile application Yelloh Village
Reception number: 05 58 09 81 90
Reception mail: contact@campingmaguide.fr




If you receive some visitors, please come to look for them at the entrance of the
camping and declare them to the security guard (3 hours for free, 5 € per day)
Indicate to the reception your departure hour in a way to organize the cleaning of the
mobile home

The balneo area:







Maximum 30 persons will be allowed to stay inside the swimming pool
Our lifeguard will be here to control the wristbands and the visitors
The access for children will only be possible every day between 11am and midday
An alcoholic gel distributor is installed at the entrance
The swimming pool area will be regularly cleaned and purified with a certified product
You can go on a deckchair only with a towel. A purify product will be available and you
have to use it after each use.

The grocery:



Alcoholic gel will be available at the entrance
Wearing a mask is compulsory in the grocery

The restaurant:






Wearing a mask is compulsory to walk in the restaurant
An alcoholic distributor is installed outside each entrance
For the video games, you can use a purify product to clean the contact area
You have to respect the sanitary rules about catering
You have to wear a correct outfit in the restaurant

The animations: In July and August







The children club (5-12 years) and the activities are holden but with different activities (no
team sports with contact, no manual activities…) They will do more big games.
No-independent children won’t be accepted in the children club
The number of children will be limited for each animation

For the activity’s organisation, don’t forget to enroll your children the day before
An alcoholic gel distributor will be installed close to the animation cabin

The children playground, multisport ground and boules pitch:



An alcoholic gel distributor will be here at your disposal
We recommend you to play only with your family

The beach:



No meeting with more than 10 people
An alcoholic gel distributor is at your disposal at the entrance of the beach

The selecting area:


An alcoholic gel distributor will be installed close to each selecting area

Thanks to respect the sanitary rules and the social
distancing in the camping during all your stay

WHEN YOU’RE LEAVING:









Open all the windows of the cottage
Let the keys inside the cottage
Thanks to throw the mattresses protector in the dustbin
Thanks to throw your dustbin
If you have some, put the sheet and the towels in the ORANGE BAG which is in your
cottage
Thanks to close the bag
Put this bag in the trolley in front of the laundry room (close to the camper sanitary)
Thanks to leave the cottage at the schedule you told to the reception (not after 11 am)



Don’t stay in the camping after you’re leaving

We are doing all these sanitary rules, to protect you, to have a safe
stay. We count on you to respect this regulation. Thank you for your
comprehension and have a nice holiday in Maguide !

